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Computerized characterization of the yarn snarling distribution
XU Bin-gang , MURRELLS Charlotte , TAO Xiao-ming
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Abstract　The number of yarn wet snarling per unit length is an important indirect index for the evaluation of
yarn residual torque.A computerized characterization method for the yarn snarling distribution was proposed by
applying the digital image and signal processing techniques to the actual yarn snarling images.The yarn
snarling characteristic curve is firstly extracted , then several Gauss signals would be calculated to match with
the yarn snarling characteristic curve.Experimental results revealed that the number of yarn wet snarling can
be automatically calculated with a high accuracy by the proposed method , besides , the height and width values
of each snarling can also be obtained.
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?? ??μ ?? А ?? σ ?? ??μ ?? А ?? σ
1 74.5 219.1 57.0 9 895.5 131.8 26.8
2 217.5 156.1 34.1 10 991.5 104.1 25.8
3 323.5 105.9 24.8 11 1 077.5 90.4 22.9
4 422.5 94.6 25.7 12 1 156.5 82.5 19.4
5 515.5 107.9 27.9 13 1 237.5 70.3 15.9
6 610.5 100.8 23.6 14 1 309.5 76.1 20.8
7 705.5 104.8 26.8 15 1 382.5 70.5 15.9
8 800.5 92.1 20.5
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